
Thank you for inviting me!



@RaeSnape
1. Rae will bring us her thoughts on returning to school after another year of the pandemic. She 
will reflect on the last year and a half of leading a school through a pandemic,  share her hopes 
and aspirations for the new academic year and look at how to forge ahead with your school for 
the benefit of all the children, the staff and the wider community.

2. Based on her book she will also consider at the start of another academic year, how do 
headteachers prepare for the year ahead? What do they do in that first term? How do 
Headteachers communicate their vision and manage the operational aspects of the work. How do 
Heads manage all that is asked of them, stay the course and keep smiling?

3. Following the presentation, there will be a Q&A session. Despite having been a Headteacher for 
15 years, Rae does not think she has all of the answers, so she hopes that this will be an 
opportunity to connect and learn with and from each other.





Hopes and aspirations . . . 

Take Care



How to forge ahead with your school for the benefit of all the 
children, the staff and the wider community



The Power of Why 



Shared Purpose 



#WeAreCrew



Creating A Positive School Culture 

1. Shared Purpose & Vision – We know our Why and where we’re going 
together

2. Collegiality – We’re in all in this Together – We Are Crew, Everyone’s on 
board playing their part! No one is as good as all of us! 

3. Continuous Improvement & There is always more to learn. We don’t stand 
still. We can Always Get Better Together! 

4. We are innovative, we learn by making mistakes and we are not afraid to 
try things out! 

5. Celebration, Systems, Joy, Hope & Humour: We believe in ourselves and 
each other. We feel good about what we are doing and we trust our 
systems & the team. 



The Importance of Shared Language 

In “Essential pieces The Jigsaw of a Successful School” Professor Tim Brighouse demonstrates the importance 
of language and lists a number of sayings that will when used by the whole community have a significant and 
transformative effect on the school. “The school is a beautiful place”  “We try to do things right in our school” 
“We communicate, collaborate and are creative”

At Milton Road some of the maxims we share are:

“This is a safe place to make mistakes.” 

“We love a system.”
“Excellence does not happen by chance.” 

“Ours is a ship-shape school.”
“Look Back Check”

“Positive, peaceful, purposeful” “Calm and Kind”

“There are standards, there are high standards and there are Milton Road Standards.”



Back to School 
& Back to Basics

Routines, relationships and regulation
Relationships Matter – Build your Crew! 
Take care of the pencils and the children take care of themselves. 
The standard YOU WALK BY is the standard you expect! 
Children only spend 15% of their waking hours in school – make it 
count!  
Be Prepared – every morning your board is turned on, the books are 
out ready for the children! 
Feedback must be effective, make a difference – pupil conferencing. 
Planning shared with parents/carers on Friday evening via SeeSaw
Every teacher is a SEND teacher – no outsourcing!
Everything matters – lost property, front of books, chairs tucked in, the 
field free of litter.
Excellence does not happen by chance!  
No time wasted - No File 13!



Environment influences behaviour 



MERR
Circulate to appreciate 



Staying the course …
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Leadership Style 
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Start where you are, use what you have, do what you can. 
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Go to the energy source!
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Check out Check in
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Over to you . . .
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